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Fraud Mitigation On Digital Payment Platforms 
ABSTRACT 
Digital payment platforms enable users to pay merchants and to carry out a variety of 
online and offline financial transactions. However, there is a risk of fraudulent transactions, 
whereby payment credentials are misused to post fraudulent charges. This disclosure describes 
techniques that obtain a fraud rating for a merchant and provide it to users of a digital payment 
platform prior to the user conducting a transaction with the merchant via a payment application. 
The merchant fraud rating can be derived based on merchant and fraud rating data obtained by 
the payment platform from payment networks. The payment platform can also create a database 
of fraud rating scores of merchants based upon various rules, factors, and historical data. Upon 
completion of the transaction, an invoice with transaction details is obtained and transmitted to 
the user device.  
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BACKGROUND 
Digital payment platforms enable users to pay merchants and to carry out a variety of 
online and offline financial transactions. Such platforms commonly enable users to store 
credentials associated with multiple payment methods that can be used both for online and in-
store transactions. However, there is a risk of fraudulent transactions, whereby payment 
credentials of a customer are misused to post fraudulent charges. The risk of fraudulent 
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transactions can be higher when the user is performing a transaction in an unfamiliar area, e.g., a 
foreign country and/or with a merchant that the user is transacting with for the first time.  
DESCRIPTION 
A digital payment platform can detect patterns associated with fraudulent transactions, 
e.g., that such transactions are associated with certain merchants. Timely information to 
customers about possibly risky transactions can help customers make more informed choices 
about whether to share sensitive payment information with merchants. This disclosure describes 
automatic generation and provision of a fraud rating for a merchant and/or transaction to users of 
a digital payment platform prior to a transaction being performed. Provision of an automated 
digital invoice and/or order information to the user subsequent to completion of the transaction 
via a payment platform is also described. 
Fig. 1: Merchant fraud rating is displayed to a user before a transaction is completed 
Fig. 1 depicts an example of provision of a merchant fraud rating associated with a 
merchant, prior to a user conducting a transaction with the merchant, per techniques of this 
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disclosure. As depicted in Fig. 1 (left-side figure), a user utilizes a payment application (102) 
associated with a digital payment platform to initiate a transaction (104) with a merchant using a 
digital form of payment, e.g., a payment wallet, a stored credit card, etc.  
Prior to completion of the transaction and transmission of payment credentials to a 
payment gateway and/or merchant, a merchant fraud rating associated with the merchant of the 
planned transaction (as determined by the digital payment platform) is displayed (106) to the 
user. The merchant fraud rating may be a descriptive rating (e.g., low, moderate, high, etc.) or a 
numeric rating (e.g., on a scale of 1-10) that enables the user to obtain an understanding of the 
possible risk of fraud associated with the merchant. The user is provided with options to proceed 
with the transaction or to cancel the transaction (108).  
In this illustrative example, the user decides to proceed with the transaction. Upon 
successful completion of the transaction, the user is provided with an option to view (110) 
additional details of the transaction, e.g., a digital invoice, an order confirmation, etc. The 
additional details are also stored (112) for future reference and to enable user follow-up. 
The merchant fraud rating can be derived based on merchant and fraud rating data 
obtained by the payment platform from payment networks associated with respective payment 
processors, e.g., credit card(s) (card schemes). Further, the digital payment platform can build its 
own fraud engine and create a database of fraud rating scores of merchants. The fraud rating can 
be determined based upon various rules, factors, historical data, etc. Example factors, that can be 
accessed with specific user permission and can be utilized to determine a fraud rating score for a 
merchant include: 
● Number of chargebacks received for the merchant, e.g., a relatively high number of 
chargebacks may be indicative of a higher likelihood of fraud 
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● Transaction purchase geo-location and time when compared to registered location and/or 
time zone information for a user (obtained with permission) 
● Transaction amount being different when compared to normal purchase patterns of a user 
(determined and used with user permission) 
● Purchase amount that is greater than a threshold purchase amount set by the customer in 
their configuration settings 
● Type of product being purchased when compared to user purchase history (stored and 
accessed with user permission) 
● User ratings for the merchant, e.g., ratings available via social media sites, search 
engines, etc. 
● Anomalous carding attack transactions reported for the merchant 
● Failed one-time password (OTP) and 3-D secure (3DS) transaction history 
Fig. 2: Example workflow to provide pre-transaction fraud rating scores to users and to 
store invoice with transaction details 
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Fig. 2 depicts an example workflow for the provision of a fraud rating score to a user 
prior to conducting a transaction, per techniques of this disclosure. The workflow commences 
when a user device (202) initiates a transaction (212) with a merchant. Merchant details are 
transmitted (214) to the payment platform (204). The payment platform makes a pre-auth 
merchant rating call (216) to a payment processor (206) or a card scheme, payment gateway 
network, etc. 
The payment processor provides (218) a merchant fraud rating score associated with the 
merchant. The fraud rating can be augmented (220) by merchant fraud rating information 
available to the payment platform, as described earlier. 
A merchant fraud rating is provided (222) to the user and can be displayed on a payment 
application on the user device. The user is provided with an option to complete the transaction 
and submit payment credentials to the payment processor and/or merchant. If the user decides to 
complete (confirm) the transaction (224) and provides confirmation and payment authorization 
(226), the payment platform conveys the transaction confirmation (228) to the payment 
processor and/or merchant.  
Upon completion of the transaction, transaction details are obtained (230) by the payment 
processor from the merchant, e.g., binary text-form invoice details, order confirmation, etc. The 
payment platform obtains the invoice with transaction details (232), and transmits the invoice 
(234) to the user device. For example, the payment platform can make a post-transaction call to a 
payment gateway provider to obtain the transaction details. The invoice information can be 
displayed to the user and/or stored on the user device, payment platform, etc., for subsequent 
review by the user. 
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Techniques of this disclosure enable users to obtain fraud ratings of merchants prior to a 
transaction and help make more informed choices. Additionally, information about purchases 
available via automated digital invoices stored on the user’s device that includes product 
information, purchase price, and overall bill amount enable a user to view, prepare expense 
reports, etc. at a convenient time to the user. 
Further to the descriptions above, a user may be provided with controls allowing the user 
to make an election as to both if and when systems, programs or features described herein may 
enable collection of user information (e.g., information about a user’s purchases and transactions, 
ratings provided by a user, a user’s preferences, or a user’s current location), and if the user is 
sent content or communications from a server. In addition, certain data may be treated in one or 
more ways before it is stored or used, so that personally identifiable information is removed. For 
example, a user’s identity may be treated so that no personally identifiable information can be 
determined for the user, or a user’s geographic location may be generalized where location 
information is obtained (such as to a city, ZIP code, or state level), so that a particular location of 
a user cannot be determined. Thus, the user may have control over what information is collected 
about the user, how that information is used, and what information is provided to the user. 
CONCLUSION 
This disclosure describes techniques that obtain a fraud rating for a merchant and provide 
it to users of a digital payment platform prior to the user conducting a transaction with the 
merchant via a payment application. The merchant fraud rating can be derived based on 
merchant and fraud rating data obtained by the payment platform from payment networks. The 
payment platform can also create a database of fraud rating scores of merchants based upon 
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various rules, factors, and historical data. Upon completion of the transaction, an invoice with 
transaction details is obtained and transmitted to the user device.  
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